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I. Scooe 

The word "cuisine" should not be given here the strict sense of 
"st 1 f · · " Y e o coo.Klng , because a -typical Khmer meal includes also 

uncooked dishes, and these are by no means side-dishes as they 

might appear. It could be better glossed by "food-preparing". 

Further, it should be recalled that a Khmer meal, like many 

Asian ones, wants all dishes to be served at the same time and 

disposed on a mat or a large tray within the circle of seated 

comrnensals. These are given each a plate in which they first 

take some rice, thereafter they help themselves to the food 

they fancy, o~ course within the limits of decorum. This leads 
• 

us to consider also eating-manners as current in the Khmer com

munity, and as required by the subject. In brief, this paper 

will include some remarks on the concept of a meal, on food

preparing and eating manners in connection, and around, the 

main theme of "style of cooking" . 
• 

This being the enlarged scope of my paper, I want to insist on 

two cultural points. The first one was made earlier on the 

principle that a Khmer meal consists of hot cooked food and 

cool uncooked one. Secondly, it should contain liquid and non

liquid food at the same time and roughly on equal share. This 

preliminary observation immediately hints·at a kind of dicho

tomy underlying the conception of food and meal. If we carry 

the analysis further afield, we shall see this classification 

running through the whole system of Khmer cuisine. It, thus, 

behooves me to analyse this dichotomy first, before examining 

the vocabulary proper, thereafter I shall make some conanents on 

the data. 

One last 

will be 
I I 

cu~sJ.ne, 

word should be said about the extent of the paper. It 

deliberately limited to the fundamentals of Khmer 

because it ist the first attempt ever made on the 
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score, and oresented in the very short time alloted~o a confe--
• • rence conununJ.catJ.on. 

II. Basic dichotomy in food vocabulary 

Viewed semantically, the 
• • main constituents of Khmer cu1s1ne vo-

~ 

cabulary follow a binary classification. Words practically team 

up in pairs. In each pair, contrasted words are closely corre-

lated, • sucn as "uncooked - cooked", "non-liquid - liquid", 

etc., hence the primary pattern of: • 

A 
\ 

and/versus B 

At first sight it is a case of semantic opposition, but behind 

that lay numerous und diverse connotations; still farther be

hind one would come across indications on Khmer eating habits 

which in turn entail modes of food-preparing. This, inciden

tally, confirtns the semantico- cultural approach I alluded to 
earlier. 

Let us examine the initial pair of "to eat - to drink", in 
• 

Khmer (1) s i-phjk sii ph , k. Plain as it may appeat , it has ter-

rific connotations, hence cultural implications. Firstly, the 

pair could be used as compound verb: Ci-phik, lit. "to eat und 
• 

drink n, meaning "to feast 11
• Secondly, when used separately, the 

t wo verbs are respectively related to "non-liquid" and 
11 liquid". We, thus, face two first · correlations: 

1) "to eat" 

s i / sii 

2) "non-liquid n 

gok/ kook . ' 

a. /v. 

a. /v. 

"to drink" 

ph{.k/phlk 
.. 

"liquid" 

dik ( 2) /tttk 
' 

This represents the basic pattern of a Khmer meal. 

Regarding the food proper, a meal is conceived as a dichotomy, 

too . It is made of two undissociable elements: cooked rice und 
dishes, hence a 3rd correlation: 
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• 

3) 11 cooked rice" 

pay/baayt 
a. /v. "dishes" 

mhilp ( 3) /mhoop/ 

A meal without rice is unthinkable; the part of rice is somehow 

comparable with that of bread in some South-European countries . 
• Moreover, r~ce represents the bland and dry constituent of the 

meal, therefore it requires, as a rule, moistering and much 

seasoning from dishes (cf. correlations 2 and 3, sup.}. 

Along with the need of rnoistering rice, we find a very ancient 

Khmer custom. A person may, and should, help himself to push 

down dry morsels of food in his throat in "sipping" (hut/hot) 

~he thin gravy of any liquid dish (cf. correlation 2). This al

lowance is correlated with another eating-rule, negative, which 

excludes serving drinks - mainly water - during the main course 
of the meal. 

If it iE inaecorous to drink water during meals, nothing pre

vents comrnensals to help themselves to any dish at any time. 

Thus, a good meal is made of a number of dishes of a different 

nature, i.e. varying not only in taste and nourishing value but 

also in consistence. And the main characteristics of food could 

be again teamed up in correlations: 

4) "raw, uncooked" 

chau/chaw 

5) "animal products" 

(fish, meat, 

poultry, game, 

eggs, etc.) 

tri-sac/trey sac 

a. /v. 

a. /v. 

"cooked" 

ch-in/c?ln 
• 

"vegetables;) 

panlae parlk~/b•nlae 

ba¥aa 

This pair calls for a few extra couunents which are not unrela-
. ub · t The Khmer are first and foremost fish-ted w1th our s JeC . 

f . h represents the main daily supplier of eaters. Everywhere, ~s 
t peasants occasionally cure buffalo-

proteines. In the coun ry, . . . 
· But beef and pork, ~n da~ly d~et, meat for local consumpt~on. 
Khrn r people mainly Chinese. Secondly, 

are supplied by non Man- e ' 
abl " is significantly made up 

the compound word for nveget es , 
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• 

from two derivatives, to wit: panlae < phlae "fruit", and paDk~ 

< phka 11 flower". This means that the vegetal part of diet con
sists mainly of fruits and flowers, besides the plan-leaves and 

stalks. This lexical derivation clearly alludes to pregardening 
times when men relied on "gathering" forest products for their 

daily diet. 
Finally, another crucial concept should be examined in relation 
with animal products. A word ch-~p/c?aap/ means "to taste or 

smell of any such product" - actually very difficult to render 
in European languages! Its derivative cap~p/c~rn?aa~has a very 
broad meaning, covering all the dishes which make up the main 
course of the meal (cf. sup., correlation 5). After partaking 

of these, conunensals must literally get rid of this taste in 

the mouth, not only by means of water but also in taking 
"dessertt', made of fruit or sweet meat, and called pan-aem/ 

biiJ?aern/ nwhich is sweet". Incidentally, the taking of dessert 

is rendered by a very expressive verb, to wit lan ~t--/lieg 
~' lit. "to wash up or cleanse the mouth". Hence a last pair 
of correlated words in Khmer: 

6) "main course" 

{=tasting or 

smelling of meat) 

carp-ap/ cf m?aap 

a./v. 

III. Basic vergs for food-preparing 

"dessert'' 

(= which is sweet) 

• 
pan-aem/bl~?aem/ 

The following charts list the basic culinary verbs as current 

in Khmer conanunity. Most of them refer to cooking proper; they 

are followed in Chart 3 by a few verbs referring to preparing 
fresh food. Regarding the style of cooking, verbs are contra

stively analysed according to these criteria: consistency of 
dishes, food materials, heat used, and mode of cooking. 
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CH~RT 1 

COOKED FOOD : LIQUID 

-------------------y--------------------------~------------------------------r-----------------------------r-----------------------

\.Jords 

tam /dam/ (K.) 
• • 

sno /sr)ao/ (K.) 

s la Is l DD/ (K.) 

chun I chorJ/ (c.) 

Heat 

Any cooker (stove, hot 
plate, ••• ) 

Any cooker 

Any cooker 

Boiling water 

Mode 

Plain water 

Water, slightly seasoned 

Water + many condiments, 
boiled into thick soup 

Poured on ingredients 

Materials 

Water, rice, medicinal 
stuffs 

Fish, meat, egg, sea-food 
+ a little vegetables 

Fish, meat, + lots of 
vegetables 

Tea-leaves and the like 

Eng l. T rans l. 

• 

To boil, cook, make 
porridge 

To boil, make broth 

To stew, concoct, 
make a curry 

To breu 



Words 

tut /dot / (K.) 
• 

kap ' /kup/ (K.) 

amn /arJ/ (K.) 
• 

l "in I I i i f) I < K. ) 

khvai /kway/ (K.) 

iltet /f)iat/ (K.) 

cha-oel, /c?aa/ (K.) 

camJzuy /camhoy/ 
• 

CK.) 

COOKED FOOD : NON-LIQUID 

Heat Mode 

Glowing embers Directly on 

Embers or cinders Directly in 

Any hot fire (open or not) Contiguousl y : grill or wood
skewer 

Any fire 

Open fire 

Sun heat 

Smoking fire 

Hot steam 

• 

In pan 

Roasting skewer 

Open exposure 

Contiguously: on lattice
work 
.. 

Contiguously: in pot or 
oven 

Materials 

Fish, meat 

Fish 

Fish, meat., ••• 

Grains and nuts 

Meat, fowl (all well
seasoned) 

Salted fish or meat 

Fish, meat 

Any food 

• 

Engl. Transl. 

To burn, broil 

To broil 

To grill, roast, toast~ 
cure, scorch, barbe
cue 

To roast 

To roast 

To scorch, dry 

To smoke, cure, dry 
up 

To steam 



Words 

srus /sroh/ (K.) 

4 
pop /baop/ CK.) 

camh~ev /camhiaw/ 
(K.) 

cha /chaa/ (C.) 

dien /clan/ (C.) 

pan' kh Z'an' /bnf) 
klap/ <K.) 

kha /khnn/ (V.?) 

dim It tun/ < C • ) 

Heat 

Boiling water 

Any hot fire 

Kitchen stove 

Kitchen stove 

Kitchen stove 

Kitchen stove 

Kitchen stove 

Kitchen stove 

CHARl Z lctd.J 

COOKED FOOD : NOT-LIQUID 

Mode 

Directly in and quickly 

Directly 

Frying-pan 

Hot fat in frying-pan 

Hot fat in frying-pan 

Quick cook in hot fat 

A little water + sweet soy
sauce or fish-sauce 

Steam cook 

r 

Materials 

Vegetables 

Stuffed hare or frog 

Pork fat, lard 

t1eat + vegetables 

Fish, meat 

Meat, ••• , vege~ables, 

fruits, ••• (battered or 
not) 

Fish, meat 

Stuffed fowl 

Engl. Transl. 

To blanch 

To roast, grill 

To render, clarify 

To saute, stir-fry 

To fry 

To deep fry 

To Ck.o.) stew 

To steam 



Words 

nam / poam/ <K.) 
• 

puk / bok/ (K.) 

bhla /pfia/ <K.> 

jrak' /crok/ (K. or 
J. ?) 5 

CHART 3 

UNCOOKED FOOD 

Materials 

All k.o. vege tab les, cold meat , 
poultry, ••• + lots of a romat ic lea
ves and other condiments 

Hard-fleshy vegetables, dried or 
smoked fish, aromatic s tuffs 

Raw meat or fish 

All k.o. vegetables 

Mode 

1\ll mixed, well seasoned 

All mixed and pound in mortar 

Marinated in various acid fruit 
juices,mixcd with vegetables, a
romatic t~aves 

Steep in vinegar and the like 

Engl. Tr ans l. 

To mi x, make a salad 

To pound, make a salad 

To make a k.o. salad 

To pickle 



IV. Connn~nts 

1) A linguistic observat' . 
standards one would ex ~on ~s inanediately called for. By K..'uner 

pect many nouns d . 
action verbs, designat' erlved from these basic 

~ng the resu, ts of .. h~ . . 
food prepared Th · . ... L. - act1ons, l. e. the 

. ~s ~s not the cas 
the wh8le, the semanti d . . e, except for two verbs. On 

c er~vat~on i " · 
worked out 11 · ' · e · actlon > results" has 

a r~ght' but . h w~t out any morphological h E.g. : c .ange. 

nap "to mix ingredientsn 
sno "to boil 11 • • • 

> n""~-CIJll 11 a • salad dish 11 

> • sno "a k.o. broth" 

A just stated, 

cases, tro wit: 
morphological derivation took place in two 

1
•• ~ 
~n ~to roast grains'' 

sla "to stew ... " 

> ralin/rllii!j "roasted grains 

or nuts" 
> samla/s•rnl»b "a stew, mess, 

curry 11 

It must be 

a landmark 

emphasized that the derivative samla has always been 

in Khmer language and culture. Culturally, there is 

no proper meal without a samla, hence a kind of nationally 

sounding implication of the word. In vocabulary, samla has been 

used by Khmer speakers to form many compounds of the type 
-11 Samla - X", referring to all sorts of "stews", natives or of 

foreign import. For instance, it aptly applies to a French 

"' "ragout", as well as an "Irish stewt1, or an "Indian curryn. The 

varied typology of samla is large and open-ended so that it re-
• • qu~res a proper paper to cover 1t. 

2) Among the above listed verbs, only a few turn out to be 

loanwords. Kha "to stew in soy- or fish-sauce" could be ascri

bed to vt. kho. cha, cien, dim and chun were borrowed from Chi

nese (6). The lexical sino-Khmer connection reflects the import 

of foreign semantic notions, and practically that of foreign 

techniques of cooking. Pork fat and t e a-leaves are nothing but 

Khmer or Mon-Khrner, hence the introduction of action verbs from 
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Chinese along with the new techniques of frying in hot fat, 

steam-cooking of stuffed fowl, and brewing tea or coffee . 

3) What is strikingly missing in this vocabulary is Indic. By 
• Khmer standards again, this iS very strange, or amaz1ng to say 

the least, because any lexical theme in Khmer contains a good 

amount of Sanskrit. Now, in Old Khmer texts, one comes across 

some Sanskrit words all right connected with food, but a ) they 

are nouns, and b) they referred to sacred food among offerings 

to the gods. In other words, their adoption answered a specific 

purpose, and in all likelihood they were not used by Khmer 

speakers at large. It is more worthy to note that, even in that 

context, not a single Indian verb (Sanskrit, Prakrit or Dravi

dian) occurred in epigraphic texts, and predictably none of the 

nominal loanwords has survived. 

In later times, one word became current in Khmer culture, with 

both name and referent, i.e. kari designating the Indian type 

of curry. It was very likely borrowed from Tamil (7), and has 

been used ever since as a noun exclusively. · rn brief, during 

t went y centuries of association with the Indian culture, Khmer 

has bor rowed only one word from Tamil along with one type of 
food, i. e . "the I ndian curryn . 

4) After s ifting out all the loanwords, we are left with a 

l arge majority of Khmer verbs which fonn a compact nucleus re

markably preserved through time and space. They are found in 

l iterature, past and present; t hey are nowaday s well distribu

ted in space, largely used by Khmer people of all classes and 

in different environment s . As regards food-preparing, the basic 

techniques laid out i n the char ts are still in practice among 

the Khmer, those l ost in forest hamlets as well as urban house

wives . An outs i der who is entertained in a true Khmer home will 

soon f i nd this out. And his keen mind will comprehend that the 

rest i s not hi ng but "variations on" the above mentioned themes. 
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NOTES 

(~) Khmer words are given in roman transliteration based on 

Indian system, occasionally with IPA phonetic transcription 
(2) Cf. M.K. for "water'1 • 

(3) A derivative of verb hup/hoop/, a regional synonym of /sii/ 
(sup. ) . 

(4) sometimes pronounced /back/. 

(5) Old Khmer caruk, cf. Old Javanese jruk "pickled meat" 

(6) See an article by s. Pou & P.N. Jenner, "Some Chinese Loan

words in Khmer", in: Journal of Oriental Studies, Hong 
Kong, XI/1/1973, S. 1-90 

(7) Sees. Pou, "Dravidian Loanwords in Khmer", in the press, 

Kuala Lumpur. 

Abbreviations: 

c. Chinese 
Javanese J. 

Khm., 
Lit. 
M.K. 
Skt. 

K. Khmer 
literal, literally 
Mon-Khmer 
Sanskrit 

Vt., V· Vietnamese 
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